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Foreword
Climate change is one of the most urgent issues of our time…
The planet we call home is beckoning us to listen. The paintings, sculptures, new
media works, and installations by 11 artists in the Terra Incognita/Unexplored
Territories exhibition in Cocoon, realised in collaboration with the Contemporary
Istanbul Foundation and Yves Rocher Foundation, appear as a commentary and
a reflection of our planet’s cry through contemporary art.
As the Contemporary Istanbul Foundation, we are supporting the “Plant for Life”
project, carried out by the Yves Rocher Foundation for many years, and serve as
an intermediary to amplify our planet’s silent cry.

Ali Güreli

Contemporary Istanbul Foundation Chairman of the Board
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Terra Incognita
Contemporary Istanbul Foundation is pleased to enter its third year in line with its principles of sustainability, responsible use of
resources, shaped by three pillars: research, application, and sharing, with Terra Incognita, the first of an exhibition series
concentrating on issues of ecological balance and sustainability.
The extinction of animal and plant species, rapid climate change, and unsustainable use of resources are bringing our planet
closer to what is called the sixth mass extinction. Although there are many individual actions that can be taken to reduce the
eﬀects of global climate change, public awareness about the issue remains to be insuﬀicient. Terra Incognita (Latin for
“Undiscovered Territories") concentrates on the metaphorical interpretation of trees to explore the unknown, yet necessary
measures to deal with climate change.
Trees have appeared as ideological, architectural, genealogical, and ethical metaphors in all kinds of narratives about the Earth
from ancient times to our present day, but they are more than mere imagery and perceptual layers - they are crucial agents of
sustainability for human life and take on a central role in ecological balance. Their unique sociability deriving from mycorrhizal
networks and their function as a social shelter for people in the public space, are among the many indicators of the scope of our
relationship with them as two diﬀerent living organisms. Trees open up space for uninterrupted movement of people and form
various additional layers as their borders expand, and have appeared as protagonists in the struggle for democracy, linking life
and freedom, as expressed in Nazım Hikmet’s verses.
Trees, which are frequently part of our modern struggle for life, are also the harbingers of their own extinction. Terra Incognita,
which aims to draw attention to the “Plant for Life” project carried out by the Yves Rocher Foundation with the mission of making
aﬀorestation widespread for many years, reveals the works of 11 striking and provocative contemporary artists, which is
sometimes in the form of debris scattered across the exhibition space, or the disruption of darkness through a loud noise or
moving imagery, hopes to create awareness through these artworks.
Ayça Okay
Curator
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Terra Incognita: The Exhibition
Realised in cooperation with the Contemporary Istanbul Foundation and the Yves
Rocher Foundation, Terra Incognita concentrates on the metaphorical
interpretation of trees, the most quintessential component of ecological balance,
and by doing so, it focuses on ecological imbalance, which is an unexplored
territory for many. Terra Incognita, which can be seen as a logical extension of
Yves Rocher Foundation’s PLANT FOR LIFE eﬀorts, features paintings,
sculptures, new media, and installations from 11 prominent and provocative
contemporary artists sometimes in the form of debris scattered across the
exhibition space and sometimes with the disruption of darkness and silence with
fast moving imagery and high tempo music.
The exhibition features the following artists:
CANAN, Canan Tolon, Çağrı Saray, Fabio Lattanzi Antinori, Koray Tokdemir,
Murat Germen, Nancy Atakan, Nasan Tur, Nohlab, Ozan Atalan, Seydi Murat Koç
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Protecting biodiversity is the primary mission of the Yves Rocher Foundation. It is
a positive battle in favor of life. The Foundation strives to put biodiversity at the
heart of the daily life of every individual by providing support and financial aid for
local, alternative, and eﬀective initiatives across the globe. In 2020, the
Foundation had reached their goal of planting 100 million trees thanks to close
collaboration with experts and the associations and NGOs working in the field.
The Foundation is also synonymous with the 500 Terre de Femmes winners
working tirelessly in over 50 countries for the good of our planet.
The Foundation operates on a collective basis, and its pluralist approach is firmly
focused on action. Who are our principal stakeholders? Scientists, planters, an
extensive community of politically, socially, and environmentally aware
photographers, and women who have chosen to change the world at a local
level.
As of 2020, Yves Rocher Foundation now has oﬀicial ‘public interest’ status. This
is a powerful acknowledgement of the last 25 years spent tirelessly supporting
and leading initiatives on the ground. A new chapter has begun, further
emphasizing Yves Rocher Foundation’s commitment to taking action and its
essential ties with the natural world.
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CA N A N TO LO N
CANAN
ÇAGRI SARAY
FABIO LATTANZI ANTINORI
KORAY TOKDEMIR
MURAT GERMEN
NANCY ATAKAN
NASAN TUR
NOHLAB
OZAN ATALAN
SEYDI MURAT KOÇ
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OZAN ATALAN
MONOCHROME
Two channelled video, 5’’
2019
In his multimedia installations, Atalan creates alternative perception areas
in order to question people's relationship with themselves and the world
and bases this relationship on alienation. It focuses on presenting
speculative experiences in which physical and digital co-exist, close
enough to reality to stay away from it, yet far enough from reality to
criticize it. Contrary to its title, Monochrome brings the differences of
similar locations projected onto 2 different screens to the audience,
based on the disappearance of the habitats of buffaloes in Istanbul. The
construction of the new Istanbul airport and a third bridge across the
Bosphorus, and the urban intervention in the Forests north of the city,
caused this region-specific species to lose its habitat. In the installation,
a documentary video shows the habitats of the buffaloes and how the
construction frenzy has destroyed them.
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NASAN TUR
RESISTANCE IS BEAUTIFUL
Woodcut
52 x 75 x 5 cm
2018
Nasan Tur works between the institutional space and the gallery, compiling his
materials from the messages and tensions that grab his attention in the urban
environment. His Works speak volumes about the conflicts and failures of
ideologies, both directly and indirectly. While leading us to stand up to
oppression and fundamental democratic rights such as freedom of expression,
the risk of resistance turning into violence may also appear to become
acceptable, thus expanding the horizon of the Works based on a production
that harnesses the ethical dimensions of individual and collective action.
In his Work, Resistance is Beautiful, he used the metaphor of the tree, which
acquired an iconic valence within the scope of the Gezi Park protests, which
began as an action to prevent the reconstruction of Taksim Gezi Park, an
urban green space which was allocated to the Istanbul Metropolitan
Municipality in the title deed, bringing back memories of those tumultuous
days. This action was taken without a zoning permit as the area was stipulated
to be used as a public space based on a decision of the Natural and Cultural
Heritage Preservation Board
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CANAN TOLON
EVERYTHING IS HUNKY-DORY N.1
Oil painting on canvas
170 x 231 cm
2015
Autobiographical interventions and processes are often discerned in the
artist's productions. The struggle to neutralize each other, which is seen in
the nature of the materials chosen for the art themes, is articulated on
paper and canvas. Concepts such as continuity, formation, destruction,
deterioration and alteration processes are seen as the concepts on which
her art is based. In her Work named “Everything is on the Way”, the visual
language goes beyond the purpose of production and engages the
emotions and perception of the audience. Contrary to the title of the Work,
its ironic angle is a strong warning for those of us who have gone through
processes where everything is not going well. At the same time, it invites
people to think about the negative effects of a bridge or a rising industrial
city on the climate crisis, ecological balance and biodiversity and the
responsibilities of individuals in this regard.

By kind permission of Ali ve Rabia Güreli Collection
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NANCY ATAKAN
CHALLENGING CLICHÉ 3
On fabric; American patchwork, lace, needlework, faux jewelery.r
187 x 183 cm
2019
Often autobiographical, the artist focuses on the relationship between
image and word, the meaning of belonging, gender politics, memory
and globalization that are personally relevant to her. All her work
involves research, collaboration and dialogue, as it includes
observations of current events and references to history and culture. It
brings to mind the metaphor of an American patchwork tree planted
on a textile material that resembles wishing trees that we place,
regardless of an Anatolian village or a Christmas Tree, and reveals the
intense dialogue between cultures.
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MURAT GERMEN
PROPHECY
C-print + Diasec Ed:3+1AP
80 x 300 cm
2012
The artist's corpus of Works; focuses on the effects of excessive
urbanization and gentrification, property / dispossession, new forms /
devices / methods of imperialism, participatory citizenship, urban rights,
sustainability of local cultures, human destruction in nature, climate
change, global warming, water rights. After Nancy Atakan's textile
installation embracing the metaphor of the wish tree, his Work called
Prophecy is a reading of our desire to interpret the future through the
images that are formed by the residues in Turkish coffee cups after the
beverage is consumed. This ritual, which has survived to the present day,
based on the act of saying whether or not the women in the Ottoman
palaces wanted to say to each other's faces, encourages them to seek
the answer to the question of what kind of world we can create collectively
by protecting our past heritage in order to safeguard a sustainable future.
It is a natural reaction for the audience to make vague comments over the
residues of coffee while engaging in a dialogue with "Prophecy".
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SEYDI MURAT KOÇ
THE NEXT DAY
Oil paint and mixed media on polyester
38 x 54 x 90 cm
2021
The elements that make up the ground in Seydi Murat Koç's paintings
include architectural structures redesigned either by overlapping or
adding to each other and city silhouettes separated from the whole by
an eclectic projection. In this context, the world order that Seydi Murat
Koç reconstructed with architectural references coincides with the idea
of simulation by clinging to the surreal reality. In the installation of the
“The Next Day” series, the excrement that results from our ambition to
relentlessly build, which is an integral part of our contemporary life, is
positioned with a gazelle representing the creatures trying to find a living
space on the rubble heap. It shockingly visualizes the disappearing
biodiversity and our massive insensitivity to it.
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- SARAY
ÇAGRI
BERLIN CITY LIBRARY
Lightbox (Duratrans print)
110 x 80 cm
2015
Reflecting on his thoughts that are focused on identity issues, personal
history, memory, the concept of home-space and social contexts, the artist
engages in processes ranging from daily life and the political-economic
conditions of our lives to cultural transformations on a global scale. These
spheres form the backbone of his work. The artist, who processes spaces,
objects and figures in his designs with his unique layered linear style, reveals
moving and fluid images made up of repetitions. Libraries are places that
bear all the weight of history, living silently with their dusty books on their
shelves, perhaps even without those who read them, witnessing history.
Berlin City Library, on the other hand, contains culture, characteristics of
geography and history with its more than 35 million archives. With its
columns, arches, domes, shelves, tables and seating units, this dead shell,
which seems to have been designed for human beings, actually resembles a
forest. The place where information is stored and architectural metaphors
dominate, also draws attention to the production process of books made of
wood with the purpose of attaining a balance in consumption in order to
protect the ecological equilibrium.
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CANAN
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST
Mixed technique
55 x 70 x 70 cm
2020
Contending that she is a cultural worker who produces culture, the artist
emphasizes that it is possible to consider her work as political art. In her Works
she addresses the issues of oppression and violence that women in Turkey are
exposed to by institutions that enforce discourses generated by the centers of
power putting pressure through entities such as family, state, religion and society.
In order to emphasize the pressure exerted by the discourses produced by the
established institutions and the policies they implement on the whole of society,
primarily women, she highlights in her works issues such as sexual abuse,
domestic violence and the constraints imposed by gender roles. In the Beauty and
the Beast, we are faced with a fairy-tale-like environment, a vision which we
encounter in the image of heaven, containing colorful and mythical animals that in
our imagination we think exist in heaven, as well as animals that have negative
meanings in our collective memory that are turned into positive ones. In the
context of the tree metaphor, which has been used since ancient times, the work
speaks of the concept of heaven as belonging to the world, our longing for
happiness is not postponed until after death, it is now and in the moment we live.
In Islamic mythology, the peacock, which represents arrogance, represents pride,
while the snake is the opposite of temptation and is instead healing. Or it consists
of a harmony brought about by the coexistence of animals and humans who are
part of nature without representing any of them symbolically.
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CANAN
ADAMS AND EVES
Mixed technique
48 x 31 x 49 cm
2020
The Work is of a fairy-tale nature that looks like paradise. Although the image
of heaven seems to belong to the divine realm, it actually and imaginatively
belongs to the world. We see that people with naked bodies have fun under
the tree in magnificent depictions of nature having in them a tree, lake,
waterfall. They carelessly have fun in the bliss of love and the serenity of nature
that is so, beautiful. The angels on the tree and at the head of the waterfall are
the symbolic counterparts of our spiritual feelings that do not belong here. Or a
response to our intuitions left over from the evolutionary process… The Work
makes a metaphorical statement that the concept of heaven belongs to the
world, that our longing for happiness is not postponed until after death, and
that it is now and in the present moment.
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KORAY TOKDEMIR
FLUCTUATIONS II
Mixed technique
150 x 100 cm
2021
In his art practice, architect and artist Koray Tokdemir continues his research
and production in the fields of psycho-geography, consciousness and
neuroscience. The materials that are articulated on top of each other by
passing through the filter of the process of diversity create the illusion of three
dimensions in two dimensions. Based on the similarity between tree and
human, it conveys the movement and serenity that transfer the
communicational action of trees, which are social beings like humans on the
canvas in the context of neural networks, remaining in the same space. As can
be understood from the origin of communication, the action is a co-operative
action and takes place between two entities. This action, which can take place
between a tree and a tree or between a human and a human, can be
constructive as well as destructive. The construct, which is formed as a result
of the balance of the materials on the canvas with a perfect structure, has
been designed in such a way that even if a single material is missing, the
whole collapses, just like a tree that is depleted from nature negatively affects
the entire ecosystem.
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FABIO LATTANZI ANTINORI
THE COST OF YOUR WORDS
Steel, powder coating, electronic plant, LED Display,
air conditioning system, computers
3 x 1.8 x 0.30 m
2020
Antinori's Works try to understand the processes of shaping and sharing the
concepts of power, belief and the perception of reality throughout society. Antinori
is particularly interested in data narratives and the management of digital
technology and how it shapes the future of societies. His work is inspired by
collaborative, acquired and shared beliefs around the nature of reality and the
moral obligations that govern overall society of which they are a result off. In this
context, the construction of the work in the format of an illuminated sign is far from
random. Signage tends to serve several common purposes: publicity, identification,
information, instruction, or raising safety awareness. Today, in addition to its
purpose of existence, it is manipulative, attractive, and in the public sphere, it is
among the forms that our senses easily adopt. With our changing reality, signage
has been transferred to digital media for mass marketing and has become more
effective. Keyword-based paid ads allow us to be guided in an ecosystem where
we do not know who is doing what to control and manipulate and why.
Selected from the Agah Uğur collection and exhibited for the first time in Terra
Incognita Antinori’s Work entitled Cost of Your Words attempts to set a critical
bridge between the real World value and the material one on the internet based on
a geographical location through key words such as selection of art galleries,
listening and power.
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By kind permission of Agah Uğur Collection

NOHLAB
STREAMLINE
Audio-visual installation, 04:44
160 x 700 cm
2018
Terra Incognita hosts a selection that brings together works of
contemporary art from different disciplines, underpinning the "Plant
Trees for Life" project, which the Yves Rocher Foundation has been
pursuing for years. The exhibition adopts a didactic approach in terms of
its conceptual framework and aims to inform the public about the
ecological balance, the responsibilities of individuals about the climate
crisis and sustainability. In this context, the audience is invited to this
isolated space, which has been constructed with the logic of the "Shock
Room", in order to reinforce the effect of the concepts embedded in the
memory during the visit to the exhibition, which allows to be detached
from the real space through computer technologies. In this room, the
aim is to enhance the level of awareness of the viewers, who are
exposed to the intervention of moving images and loud music, which
trigger a primitive instinct such as watching fire.
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